A note on a Walbiri tradition of antonymy

KENNETH HALE

This paper will be concerned with a particular linguistic tradition learned by Walbiri men at a certain point in their integration into ritual life. The Walbiri are an aboriginal people of Central Australia now living on several settlements and cattle stations distributed over a rather vast area in the western part of the Northern Territory. They have received no little attention from anthropologists, and there exists an excellent account of their society by M. J. Meggitt (1962). My own work with the Walbiri has been primarily linguistic. But, in the Walbiri community, it becomes immediately evident that much of what is observed in linguistic usage is intimately related to such cultural spheres as kinship and ritual.

The linguistic tradition with which I will be concerned here is associated with advanced initiation rituals of the class which the Walbiri loosely refer to as kankału ("high, above"), a general term embracing the katjiri described by Meggitt in a recent monograph (Meggitt, 1967) and a set of about seven ritual complexes termed wakwa (or kumpaltja) by the Walbiri at Yuendumu. The linguistic remarks which follow should not, perhaps, be generalized beyond the Yuendumu Walbiri or beyond the wakwa subclass of kankału rituals; however, Walbiri men have asserted that they are valid for all Walbiri and for all kankału.

Before continuing, I must ask the reader to cooperate with a specific condition which Walbiri men place on material of this sort. All knowledge relating centrally to kankału ritual is exclusively the property of men who have gone through the rituals. While many Walbiri are eager to have the material recorded and published as a matter of scientific record, they request strongly that it be handled with care. Specifically, they request that none of the knowledge be discussed with uninitiated Walbiri men or with Walbiri women and children. If the reader should have an opportunity to discuss the material in this note with a Walbiri man, it is important that he first determine that the man concerned is a maffiyara (see below and Meggitt, 1962, p. 234) and that he is willing to discuss matters relating to kankału ritual.

Walbiri youths normally become junior kankału novices shortly after their first initiation, i.e., shortly after circumcision (at an average age of 13). And it is in the
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context of their first kankalu novitiate that they acquire the linguistic skills to be described in the following paragraphs.

Men who are advanced in kankalu ritual are referred to as maļiyara, a term widespread in Central and Northwestern Australia. But they are also referred to as tjiliwiri, a term which in its profane usage means 'funny' or 'clown'. The term tjiliwiri is also extended to refer specifically to formalized 'clowning' during kankalu ritual and to the men who serve as guardians of junior kankalu novices.

It is another extension of this term that is relevant here. In apparent close association with the concept of ritual clowning is a type of semantic pig-Latin spoken by guardians in the presence of junior novices. This is also referred to as tjiliwiri and will be so designated in what follows. It is a 'secret language' in the sense that it is spoken, theoretically, and probably in fact, only in the context of kankalu ritual and beyond the hearing of uninitiated Walbiri.

Walbiri men sometimes refer to tjiliwiri as 'up-side-down Walbiri'. They say that, to speak tjiliwiri, one turns ordinary Walbiri 'up-side-down' (jađalji-kitji-mi), a skill which junior novices are expected to acquire by observation while they are in seclusion in connection with their first kankalu involvement.

In very general terms, the rule for speaking tjiliwiri is as follows: replace each noun, verb, and pronoun of ordinary Walbiri by an 'antonym'. Thus, for example, if a tjiliwiri speaker intends to convey the meaning 'I am sitting on the ground', he replaces 'I' with 'an'other', 'sit' with 'stand', and 'ground' with 'sky'. Similarly, if he intends to convey the meaning 'You are tall', he replaces 'you' with 'I', and 'tall' with 'short'. To illustrate, I cite simple sentences in Walbiri (the (a)-form) together with their tjiliwiri equivalents (the (b)-forms) and their English translations.

\((1) \quad (a) \ \text{ŋatju ka-ŋa walja-ŋka njina-mi.} \\
\quad \text{(I present-I ground-locative sit-nonpast)} \\
\quad (b) \ \text{kari ka-Z ńuru-ŋka kari-mi.} \\
\quad \text{(other present-he sky-loc stand-nonpast)} \\
\quad \text{I am sitting on the ground.'}

\((2) \quad (a) \ \text{njuntu A-npa kiriđi.} \\
\quad \text{(you stative-you tall)} \\
\quad (b) \ \text{ŋatju A-ńa đanjkalpa.} \\
\quad \text{(I stative-I short)} \\
\quad \text{You are tall'}.

\((3) \quad (a) \ \text{njampu A-Z wiři.} \\
\quad \text{(this stative-it big)} \\
\quad (b) \ \text{pinka A-Z wita.} \\
\quad \text{(distant stative-it small)} \\
\quad \text{This (one) is big'}.

\(a\) The alphabetic notation used in the examples has the following values: bilabial, alveolar, apico-domal, lamino-alveolar, and dorso-velar stops /p t tj k/; nasals matching the stops in position of articulation /m n nţ nj/; laterals matching the non-peripheral stops and nasals /l l ljl/; plain and retroflexed flaps /r d/; bilabial, apico-domal, and lamino-alveolar glides /w y/; and vowels: high front /i/, high back (rounded) /u/, low central /a/. Nominal and verbal words are stressed on the first syllable; the clitic auxiliaries (e.g., /ka-ňa/ 'present-I') are unstressed, though written as separate words in the examples. Some auxiliary stems are phonologically vacuous – these are represented by A in parenthetic glosses. The auxiliaries are inflected for person; the third person singular person markers, and the second person singular in imperative, are phonologically null – these are represented by Z(ero) in the glosses.
〈4〉 (a) yatityara A-Z ya-nta.
(north definite-you go-imperative)
(b) kuliira A-ña njina-mi-ra.
(south definite-I stay-nonpast-hence)
‘Go north!’

〈5〉 (a) waljpali ka-Z ya-ni-ńi njampu-kura.
(European present-he come-nonpast-hither this-to)
(b) puntu-njąjini ka-Z njina-mi-ńi pinka-kura.
(kinsman-real present-he stay-nonpast-hither distant-to)
‘A European is coming here’.

〈6〉 (a) tjunjunjumpyu A-Z kulupanța.
(hill-tobacco this stative-it strong)
(b) yańunpa pinka A-Z njaljtimpayi.
(plains-tobacco distant stative-it weak)
‘This hill-tobacco is strong’.

Ordinary Walbiri is spoken rapidly, and apparently, tjiliwiri speech is equally fast. Novices are not taught the semantic principle directly; rather, they must learn it by observation. According to my consultants, the novices are exposed to rapid dialogues between guardians. In these dialogues, one guardian speaks tjiliwiri while the other answers, or rather interprets the message, in Walbiri. Each exchange in the dialogue is punctuated by the expletive yupa, an exclusively tjiliwiri word. In the following illustrative dialogue, the first individual, A, speaks tjiliwiri, and the second, B, responds in Walbiri. The free translation of the tjiliwiri speech represents the intended message; the parenthetic gloss is literal.

〈7〉 A: kańi ka-Z kakarara njina-mi-ra.
(other present-he east stay-nonpast-hence)
‘I am going west’.
B: njuntu ka-npa kańara ya-ńi.
(you present-you west go-nonpast)
‘You are going west’.
A: yupa.
(yes)
‘Yes’.
walu A-ña-la purumaña-a kańi-ki.
(fire definite-Í-him withhold-nonpast
other-dative)
‘Give me water’.
B: ńapa A-ña-ńku yi-nji njuntu-ku.
(water definite-Í-you give-nonpast you-dative)
‘I should give you water’.
A: yupa.
(yes)
‘Yes’.
kańi A-Z yaljaki.
(other stative-he quenched)
‘I am thirsty’.
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B: njuntu A-npa puraku.  
(you stative-you thirsty)  
‘You are thirsty’.

A: yupa.  
(yes)  
‘Yes’.  
waļu ka-Z njina-ми-и ɗiwaɾatji-kiŋi.  
(fire present-it stay-nonpast-hither  
calm-having)  
‘Rain and wind are approaching’.

B: ɲapa ka-Z ya-ɲi-ɲi walpa-kuŋu.  
(rain present-it come-nonpast-hither  
wind-having)  
‘Rain and wind are approaching’.

A: yupa.  
(yes)  
‘Yes’.

Novices are said to learn to speak and understand tjiliwigiri in two to four weeks. Walbiri men stated that when they first heard tjiliwigiri, its principle eluded them for some time; eventually, they explained, it came as a sudden flash of insight. I would like now to consider briefly the nature of this principle and, in particular, the problem of determining a possible tjiliwigiri antonym of a given Walbiri lexical item.

An obvious antonymy principle is that of polarity, i.e., the principle involved in oppositions of the type represented by English good/bad, big/little, strong/weak. This principle is used wherever possible to determine tjiliwigiri equivalents, as in:

(8) ɲurtju/matju (good/bad);  
wiŋi/wita (large/small);  
palka/lawa (positive/negative, present/absent);  
kiriŋi/daŋkalpa (long/short);  
wakutuŋu/rampaku (strong/weak);  
pirtjidi/rampaku (heavy/light);  
piŋa/nurpa (knowing/ignorant);  
piŋaku/yawunjijuŋu (sated/hungry);  
yaljaki/puraku (quenched/thirsty).

It is evident, however, that the rather obvious and very suggestive polarity principle of antonymy is unsuited to many lexical domains. Within the tjiliwigiri tradition, polarity is simply a special case of a vastly more general principle. Consider, for example, lexical items whose semantic interrelationships are typically taxonomic:

(9) wawiri/kanjala (kangaroo/euro);  
wakuljari/yulkaminji (rock-wallaby/wallaby sp.);  
walaŋuwuru/ŋulŋuŋu (eaglehawk/kite);  
pulŋuŋu/wiŋi/njpa (kite/grey falcon);  
kirkaŋajtji/warukupalupal (whistling eagle/hawk sp.);  
kililikiŋuŋa/ŋanŋamaŋa (galah/cockatoo sp.);  
mantjia/ŋalkiŋi (mulga/witchetty-bush);
ṇapiri/wapuŋuŋku (red-gum, *E. camaldulensis*/ghost-gum, *E. papuanis*);
yakatjiri/warakalukalu (desert raisin, *S. ellipticum*/S. petrophilum*).

It is apparent that the principle employed here is that of opposing entities which, according to some taxonomic arrangement or other, are most similar, i.e., in formal terms, entities which are immediately dominated by the same node in a taxonomic tree. Thus, members of a given class of objects are opposed to other members of the same immediate class – a large macropod is opposed to another large macropod (kangaroo/euro), a eucalypt is opposed to another eucalypt (red-gum/ghost-gum), and so on. A great deal of variability can be observed in lexical domains whose structure is taxonomic, since considerable latitude is permitted in the hierarchical arrangement of oppositions within well defined classes. Accordingly, on a given occasion, a *tjiliwiri* speaker may oppose macropods according to habitat, leaving size and other attributes constant insofar as it is possible to do so; on another occasion, he may oppose them on the basis of size, leaving constant the other attributes. In general, however, an effort is made to oppose entities which are minimally distinct. The accuracy with which a *tjiliwiri* speaker is able to do this determines the ease with which his dialogue partner will be able to interpret the message.

Consider now the principle employed in opposing the Walbiri subsection terms:

\[\{10\} \text{ tjapananja/tjunaarya} (A_1/A_2); \]
\[\text{ tjapanadi/tjapaljiari} (D_1/D_2); \]
\[\text{ tjupurula/tjaŋala} (B_1/B_2); \]
\[\text{ tjampitjinpa/tjakamara} (C_1/C_2). \]

The parenthetic glosses here are the traditional ones employed in the anthropological literature (e.g., Meggitt, 1962, pp. 164–87). These subsections are arranged in more inclusive groupings: there are two patrimoieties (AD, BC), two matrimoieties (AC, BD), two merged alternate generation moieties (AB, CD), and four sections (A_1D_2, D_1A_2, B_1C_2, B_2C_2). There exists a system of terminology corresponding to each of these groupings. It can be seen that the *tjiliwiri* opposite of a given subsection X is that subsection Y whose members belong simultaneously to the same patri-, matri-, and merged alternate generation level moieties as the members of X. Equivalently, the *tjiliwiri* opposite of X is that subsection Y whose members (collectively) are distinct from those of X solely on the basis of section membership (i.e., in biologically based terms, on the basis of agnation). Furthermore, it is obvious that section membership (or agnation) is the only dimension which can minimally oppose subsection terms, a fact that requires some contemplation to appreciate. By any pairing other than the actual *tjiliwiri* one, the paired terms differ in at least two dimensions. This and the earlier examples indicate that *minimal opposition* is basic to the *tjiliwiri* principle of antonymy.

Kinship terms, as in \{11\}, are opposed on the basis of seniority and generation (ascending as opposed to descending). The two principles are complementary, since the first is relevant only within Ego’s generation, the second only relative to Ego’s generation:

\[\{11\} \text{ papadi/kukuŋu} (OBr/YBr); \]
\[\text{ kapiŋi/kawuru} (OSi/YSi); \]
\[\text{ njumpana/kan̂tiya} (senior WiBr/junior WiBr); \]
\[\text{ ki̓d̄ana/ŋalapi} (Fa/So); \]
pimidi/ŋalapi (FaSi/Da);
ŋati/kuduna (Mo/SiDa);
ŋamini/kuduna (MoBr/SiSo);
tjami/_windili (MoFa/MoBrSo).

Notice that if an equally operative principle such as cross/parallel (cf. Kay, 1965) were employed, it would not be possible to oppose all kinship terms minimally – i.e., it is not possible to pair Walbiri kinship terms in such a way that the members of each pair are distinct only on the cross/parallel dimension. To be sure, there is at least one other distinction which could serve to oppose Walbiri kinship categories minimally, namely, sex antonymy. However, if sex of kinsman were used here, it would violate an apparent requirement that tjiliriri opposites be phonologically distinct. While sex antonymy plays an important role in the Walbiri terminology, it is defective, and many categories which are distinct only on the sex dimension are represented by a single, phonologically unified kinship term (e.g., /ŋalapi/ (So, Da), /tjatja/ (MoMo, MoMoBr), etc.).

The observation just made leads to another one which reveals rather well the abstract nature of the tjiliriri activity. It could conceivably be argued that phonologically unified elements of the type represented by /ŋalapi/ (So, Da) are not semantically ambiguous in the way I have implied; i.e., one might argue that the term /ŋalapi/ is simply the name for the class of Ego's agnates in the first descending generation and that the principle of sex antonymy plays no role at that point in the Walbiri kinship system. We know that this is not the case, since the kinship system as a whole requires recognition of a class of male /ŋalapi/ as opposed to a class of female /ŋalapi/ – this is shown, e.g., by the fact that the offspring of Ego's male /ŋalapi/ are his parallel (in fact, agnate) kinsmen, while the offspring of his female /ŋalapi/ are not; furthermore, there is a technical usage according to which the female, but not the male /ŋalapi/ is referred to by the special term /yuntaŋala/ (cf. Meggitt, 1962, p. 115). The male and female /ŋalapi/ are clearly distinct in tjiliriri usage – the male is opposed to /kiŋana/ (Fa), while the female is opposed to /pimidi/ (FaSi). And, in general, polysemy is reflected in tjiliriri practice:

\[ (12) \] (a) kuduna (SiSo, SiDa)/ŋamini (MoBr), gati (Mo).
(b) pirtjidi (heavy, hard)/rampaku (light), manja (soft).
(c) yu- (to feed, to give)/tjatja- (to eat off of someone), puŋuma- (to withhold).
(d) kitji- (to cause to topple, to throw)/pirtjidi-ma- (to make fast), mampu- ma- (a coinage of uncertain derivation).

As expected, synonymy is also reflected:

\[ (13) \] (a) ŋanjaŋaŋa, tjuwariri (natural water hole)/multju (dug well).
(b) manula, wurrumpuru (lance)/kujiŋa (spear).
(c) nijini, punjunju (junior kankaŋu novice)/tjalu(-paŋu) (elder).
(d) wawiri, maŋu (kangaroo)/kanjala (euro).

It is clear from these examples that the tjiliriri principle of antonymy is semantically based, i.e., that the process of turning Walbiri ‘up-side-down’ is fundamentally a process of opposing abstract semantic objects rather than a process of opposing lexical items in the grossest and most superficial sense. This abstract nature of the tjiliriri activity is particularly evident in cases of the type represented by \[ (14a-6) \]
in which an opposition reflects the partial synonymy of lexical items – that is, cases in which one semantic object is opposed to another which enters into the make-up of two distinct though semantically related lexical items:

\[(14) \text{ (a) } \text{daku (hole, trench), karu (creek bed)/dartja (even ground).} \]
\[(b) \text{ naka (after, a short time hence), njuru (before, a short time ago)/tjalang (now).} \]
\[(c) \text{ napa (water, rain), nawara (running water)/waju (fire).} \]
\[(d) \text{ minjminj-ma- (to wet, moisten), mapa- (to paint, anoint)/pađuna-ma- (to dry).} \]
\[(e) \text{ walpa (wind in circular motion), payi (wind moving in one direction, breath, air)/diwaratji (calm).} \]

It is, of course, not surprising that tjiliwiri is semantically based in the particular sense that it makes use of abstract semantic structures – it would be difficult, otherwise, to conceive of how an individual could learn the system in a relatively short time, through exposure to a severely limited and highly unsystematic sample of actual speech. It is abundantly clear that a general principle is learned and that, once acquired, the principle enables the learner to create novel tjiliwiri sentences and to understand any well-formed novel sentence spoken by another. This general principle of antonymy is determined by a semantic theory which we know, on other grounds, must be shared by the speakers of Walbiri. The tjiliwiri activity provides us with a surprisingly uncluttered view of certain aspects of this semantic theory and is certainly not irrelevant to the much discussed, though occasionally incoherent, question of whether the semantic structures we, as students of language or culture, imagine to exist do, in fact, have any ‘reality’ for the speakers who use the system. In this connection, it is interesting to note that the semantic relationships which tjiliwiri reveals are not inconsistent with semantic structures which have been recognized throughout the history of semantic studies – these include not only such obvious concepts as polarity, synonymy, and antonymy, but also the more general conception that semantic objects are componential in nature, that lexical items often share semantic components and belong to well defined domains which exhibit particular types of internal structure (e.g., the taxonomic structure of the biological and botanical domains; the paradigmatic structure of the kinship domain; and so on). None of these observations is surprising, to be sure, given the semantic basis of tjiliwiri, but it is rather supportive to learn that even very specific principles, postulated on independent grounds, are actively manipulated in tjiliwiri – e.g., the principle of agnatic kinship, generation antonymy, and the like.

Abstract systems of relationship among lexical items are reflected in a particularly striking manner in certain cases. Consider, for example, the conception (whose validity is apparent on a variety of grounds – semantic, syntactic, and morphological) that the Walbiri verbs of perception belong to a special lexical subset:

\[(15) \text{ nja- (to see);} \]
\[\text{ puda-nja (to hear, feel);} \]
\[\text{ paṇṭi-nja- (to smell).} \]

What is of interest here is the fact that an important aspect of the internal structure of this lexical subset can be revealed, in standard Walbiri usage, only by recourse to a syntactic device, i.e., negation. The abstract semantic structure of the subset
must provide that each of the three perception verbs be paired by an antonym—it is relatively apparent that the three verbs cannot themselves be contrasted with one another in any way which is obviously consistent with the principle of minimal opposition. In a rather clear sense, then, the Walbiri domain of perception contains six terms, rather than three—in other words, it contains three pairs of opposed terms. Since Walbiri has no standard antonyms for the perception verbs, the domain is lexically defective and is completed only by negating the existing forms in one way or another:

\[16\] nja-njîtja-wanju (not seeing), kula-...nja- (not to see);
puda-nja-njîtja-wanju (not hearing, not feeling), kula-...puda-nja- (not to hear, feel);
panći-nja-njîtja-wanju (not smelling), kula-...panći-nja- (not to smell).

This recourse is not available in *tjilîwiri*, however, due to the general convention that the negative may not be used to create *tjilîwiri* opposites. In cases where Walbiri lacks a suitable antonym for a particular lexical item, an opposite must be coined for *tjilîwiri*. In *tjilîwiri*, the class of perception verbs is complete in the sense that it corresponds more or less exactly to what we have reason to assume is the actual abstract structure of the lexical subset:

\[17\] yuďu²-tjari- (to see)/nja- (not to see);
tjutu²-tjari- (to hear)/puda-nja- (not to hear);
ďulpu²-tjari- (to smell)/panći-nja- (not to smell).

Notice further that the internal cohesion of the domain is preserved in the form of the *tjilîwiri* coinages—i.e., all share the morphological peculiarity that they are composed of a reduplicated root preposed to the verbal formative */-tjari/- (inchoative).*

This example is one of many that might have been given to illustrate the fact that the objects which are manipulated in *tjilîwiri* practice are abstract in the special sense that they are rarely represented overtly in any systematic way in the ordinary Walbiri lexicon. In effect, the *tjilîwiri* activity involves an analysis of lexical items and lexical domains in terms of their atomic semantic components—the situations in which resort must be had to special coinages are especially interesting in this regard in as much as the semantic components are then represented directly in the *tjilîwiri* forms. In the set of first person pronouns, for example, the constant feature, i.e., 'first person' or 'speaker', is represented directly by the *tjilîwiri* term /karî/ 'other'. That is to say, the *tjilîwiri* term /karî/ represents the meaning which is shared by the Walbiri forms /ŋatju/ '1', /ŋali(tjara)/ 'we dual inclusive', /ŋatjara/ 'we dual exclusive', /ŋalipa/ 'we plural inclusive', and /ŋanimpa/ 'we plural exclusive'. The additional semantic dimensions associated with the Walbiri forms (i.e., number, exclusion of the addressee, and the like) can be represented optionally by suffixes, as in /karî-tjara/ (other-dual) 'we dual', /karî-mipa/ (other-only) 'we exclusive'. In any event, /karî/ is constant and identifies the class of first person pronouns. In addition to the rather interesting antonymy principle implied by the use of /karî/—i.e., the opposition of ego and alter—the source of the form itself

* The etymologies of the *tjilîwiri* perception verbs, except for /*tjutu²-tjari-/, are not altogether clear. The form /*tjutu/ refers to stoppage, closure, and to deafness. The form /*waruŋka²-tjari-/* is sometimes used in *tjilîwiri* in place of /*tjutu²-tjari-/. The form /*waruŋka/ refers to deafness, heedlessness, and to one form of insanity.
attests to the abstractness of tjiliwirri antonymy. In ordinary Walbiri usage, /kaɾi/ is not a free form but a suffix, and was apparently abstracted for tjiliwirri from its function in such standard Walbiri expressions as /tjinta-kaɾi/ (one-other) ‘another’, /yapa-kaɾi/ (person-other) ‘another person’, /ɲura-kaɾi/ (place-other) ‘another place’. Another example of this same general type is found in the tjiliwirri treatment of the demonstrative determiners. The standard Walbiri forms are: /njampu/ ‘this’; /yalumpu/ ‘that near addressee, that near’; /yali/ ‘that away from speaker and addressee, that distant’; /yinja/ ‘that beyond field of reference, that ultra-distal’. From this set, tjiliwirri abstracts the proximate-nonproximate dimension and represents it by means of the opposition entailed in the pair /pin̪ka/-/kutu/ (far-near). Standard Walbiri /njampu/ and /yalumpu/, both ‘proximate’, are represented in tjiliwirri by the single form /pin̪ka/ (far). What is clearly involved here is a semantic analysis of the Walbiri paradigm; the tjiliwirri opposition is based on the abstract dimensions inherent in that analysis – i.e., /pin̪ka/ represents the abstract proximity feature shared by /njampu/ and /yalumpu/. The abstractness of this representation, as in the case of /kaɾi/ above, is evidenced further by the fact that a grammatical readjustment is required – the forms /pin̪ka/ and /kutu/, which of all Walbiri forms permit perhaps the most direct and unencumbered reference to the semantic opposition proximate-nonproximate, are adverbials, not determiners in standard Walbiri usage.

The existence of auxiliary speech-forms in Australia is well known (see, for example, Robert Dixon’s detailed account of the so-called mother-in-law language elsewhere in this volume), but the particular form represented by tjiliwirri has, to my knowledge, not been reported. Unfortunately, I am able to give only a brief account of this form due to the circumstance that I did not become aware of its existence until I was invited to attend the kankalu initiation at Yuendumu in 1967, very near the end of my stay there. Since I was at that time involved in an intensive study of Walbiri syntax, which required most of my attention, I was able to investigate tjiliwirri to an extremely limited extent only. Nonetheless, I believe the material to be of sufficient interest to warrant this preliminary report, particularly in view of the fact that an extensive study is still very much possible in the Walbiri community.

The theoretical potential of tjiliwirri is rather obvious. I have indicated a number of ways in which it reveals aspects of the semantic structure shared by speakers of Walbiri – typically, it confirms observations which can be made in the course of conventional grammatical and semantic analysis, but occasionally it reveals categories which are by no means obvious. For example, it would appear, superficially, that the use of the verbalizing suffixes /-tjari/- (inchoative) and /-ma/- (causative, transitive) in tjiliwirri coinages, is determined by the purely syntactic transitivity of the Walbiri equivalent:

\[(18)\] wanti- (to fall)/pirtjiidi-tjari-;
wan̪ka- (to speak)/wudunu²-tjari-;
kitji- (to cause to fall)/pirtjiidi-ma-;
patji- (to cut)/palpuru-ma-;

* The tjiliwirri equivalent of Walbiri /njantu/ ‘you’ is /ɲatju/ ‘I’. That is, second person is opposed to first person. This principle is sometimes extended to Walbiri /ɲatju/ as well – i.e., in place of the ego-alter principle normally used.
with /-tjari-/ forming intransitives and /-ma/ forming transitives. It appears, however, that the use of these suffixes is determined by a factor which is much less apparent than this. Thus, /-ma/ forms transitive verbs of affecting – i.e., verbs denoting actions which produce effects upon the entities denoted by their objects. While it is true to say that /-tjari-/ forms intransitives, the suffix is also used in forming tjiliwiri equivalents of verbs which are syntactically transitive in Walbiri but which are not verbs of affecting in the above sense (e.g., the perception verbs of (17) – the object of perception is not ‘affected’ in any sense akin to that in which the object of, say, cutting is ‘affected’). This is not the only way in which this elusive and covert category is reflected in tjiliwiri usage. The entire class of verbs of affecting, and only those, can be opposed to the single verb /yampi-/ ‘to refrain from affecting, to leave alone’. That is, where the context is sufficiently clear, it is possible to abstract the feature shared by all verbs of affecting and represent it by its opposite /yampi-/ as in expressions like:

(19) pindiŋki yampi-
(skin-instrumental leave)
‘to cut by means of a knife’;

yintjiŋ-li yampi-
(speargrass-instrumental leave)
‘to spear by means of a spear’;

waŋu yampi-
(fire leave)
‘to drink water’;

waŋuŋku yampi²-
(fire-ergative leave (reduplicated))
‘to be rained on, wetted by rain’.

The examples which I have used in this brief account illustrate the potential relevance of the tjiliwiri activity to the study of purely linguistic matters. There is, however, another aspect of the tradition which I have not touched on but which promises to be of considerable anthropological interest. The majority of Walbiri-tjiliwiri equivalences conform to a general principle of antonymy which is relatively consistent throughout and which can be characterized in terms of highly familiar, universal semantic notions – this is the principle which Walbiri speakers refer to by the term /ŋaŋali-kitji-/ ‘to invert, turn over, reverse’. There remain, however, many oppositions which can be fully understood only in reference to other aspects of Walbiri culture. The opposition of fire and water, for example, an opposition which is not uncommon elsewhere in the world, is an important theme in Walbiri ritual and epic. Many of the most important epics have an episode relating to fire, or burning, and another relating to rain, or flooding. In taboo-laden and culturally loaded areas, equivalences are, from the strictly linguistic point of view, idiosyncratic – e.g., the oppositions: kuraŋju (semen, coitus/mulga seed); kuna/wamulu (excrement/animal or vegetable down used in ritual decoration); kuŋtiŋi/ŋukka (shield, circumcision ground/blue-tongue lizard); ŋanjaŋ/maralraŋ (always, eternally/totem center); kuyu/tjutju (animal, meat/sacred object, dangerous entity, useless object or material). Although each individual equivalence in such cases may not be explainable in terms of a single general principle, it is unlikely that the segment of the vocabulary which exhibits this seemingly idiosyncratic behavior is itself an
arbitrary assemblage of lexical items. Rather universal considerations of taboo (cf. Leach, 1964) may well make it possible to predict which Walbiri terms will have idiosyncratic equivalents in tjilinhi - e.g., /maliki/ 'dog', an animal living in close association with humans, is paired idiosyncratically with /tjatjina/ 'crest-tailed marsupial mouse', while wild animals are opposed according to general taxonomic principles. Furthermore, it is most likely that individual associations of this type can be explained in terms of highly general, nonlinguistic, principles of opposition of the sort studied by Lévi-Strauss (Lévi-Strauss, 1964).

Despite the serious ritual associations of tjilinhi, Walbiri men consider it proper to enjoy it thoroughly. They derive much pleasure from it. When I began to understand the principle, I remarked to one Walbiri man: 'You certainly have something here!' He replied: 'Indeed we have!'
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